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ABSTRACT

Orange County Utility’s current SCADA panel and communications architecture were commissioned over

15 years ago, and the system has grown to include over 700 pump stations. The need to upgrade the

system became apparent as the demand for more station system data grew. New technology had become

available, including higher-performing communications options, and significant improvements in

operations and system performance were now possible.

The new SCADA Panel design includes standard details that were developed to establish the hardware and

wiring uniformity regardless of which panel builder is contracted. Furthermore, the capability of the

SCADA Panel was improved to allow the addition of new variables through an expandable I/O system, and

also by enabling remote access to the PLC. The new communication infrastructure includes updated

features, such as wireless Ethernet/IP, mesh network capability, and the ability to back-fill station data

after loss and recovery of communications.

This presentation details the current system and its inefficiencies, and explains how the new SCADA panel

design provides solutions to existing hardware and communications system limitations. It also describes

the communications options evaluation, selection, and results.
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